
Quarterly Issues/Programs List 

MontanaPBS (KUSM-TV Bozeman & KUFM-TV Missoula) 

 

MontanaPBS is committed to providing coverage of major issues and problems in the communities served.  The following list represents a sample 

(no less than five) of significant issues responded to by MontanaPBS along with the most relevant programming treatment of those issues for the 

third  quarter of 2014 (July 1, 2014  – September 30, 2014).  This listing is by no means exhaustive, and the order in which the issues appear does 

not reflect any priority or significance. 
Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duratio

n 

Narration of Type and Description of Program Segment 

Water Management Missouri Compromised 9/28/2014 10am 27min. Arguments over Missouri River water management have been spinning for decades, impeded by 
the river's very infrastructure. Where river engineering birthed a strong recreation industry, it has 

brought heavy impacts to the ecosystem and unresolved challenges for the navigation industry. 

This documentary asks whether, after seventy years, industries and interests will continue to make 
the river conform to infrastructure, or whether people are ready to adjust themselves to what the 

Missouri River can really offer. 

Climate Change 
 

Degrees of Difference 
 

8/12/2014 
8/20/2014 

8/26/2014 

 

7pm 
1am 

2:30am 

 

28min. Can Montanans who disagree about the climate sit down and have a discussion? The phrase 
"Climate Change" is so polarizing that just uttering it can end a friendship. This program 

introduces us to three sets of friends across Montana who try to get past the controversy and have 

a productive conversation. 

Electricity Deregulation Power Brokers 8/12/2014 
8/14/2014 

8pm 
1am 

 

59min. It's arguably one of Montana's most tragic stories. It led to the demise of Montana Power, the 
state's only Fortune 500 Company, and it pushed power prices into the stratosphere. While most 

know how the experiment in Electricity Deregulation ended, few know how it all began. In this 

hour-long documentary, Montana PBS investigates the sources of the deregulation movement and 

the subsequent power crisis. The documentary uncovers surprising relationships and business 

connections that would eventually cast a shadow over former Governor Marc Racicot and draw 
Montana Power into a federal investigation. 

Political Lobbying & Lawmaking 

in Montana  

Brought to You By ALEC 

 

7/24/2014 

8/12/2014 

8/14/2014 
 

7pm 

9pm 

2am 

58min. They've been around for four decades and are behind some of the most influential and 

controversial legislation in Montana and the Nation, including Electricity Deregulation, Prison 

Privatization and Stand Your Ground laws. Despite these high-profile successes, few Americans 
know anything about the American Legislative Exchange Council, also known as ALEC. The 

group invites legislators from all 50 states to corporate-funded conferences where they sit down 

with corporate representatives and lobbyists to craft legislation together. Supporters say ALEC is 
an invaluable networking tool that gives them the opportunity to hear how policy could impact 

businesses. Critics say it gives corporations unfair access and undue influence over lawmakers. 

Using extensive research and interviews with both critics and supporters, MontanaPBS examines 
how ALEC operates, their impact in Statehouses across the United States and critics' claims that 

ALEC has failed to report millions of dollars spent lobbying. 

Distracted Driving  Distracted: Eyes Off the Road 8/21/2014 
8/24/2014 

7pm 
10am 

 

56min. We've all seen it, we've all done it, and yet it continues to happen on Montana's roads every day. 
This documentary explores the consequences of driving while distracted through the stories of 

those who have experienced it first-hand. Can we put the brakes on this behavior? 

 


